Extended Abstract

MPI-3 has a set of features to support one-sided communication, also known as Remote Memory Access (RMA) [2]. Unlike the traditional two-sided message passing operations, such as send/receive, RMA does not require the destination to be involved in the communication. In this talk, we describe the design and the implementation of MPI-3 RMA in MPICH-OFI*, which is the MPICH-based open source implementation of the MPI standard that uses the OpenFabrics Interfaces* (OFI*) to communicate with the underlying network fabric.

Figure 1 shows the internal structure of MPICH. MPI function calls from applications are first handled by the MPI later, where simple error checks and handle translations are performed. Then, the control flow goes to CH4 [4], which implements the communication layer in MPICH and that has been designed from the ground up to leverage modern computer and network architectures. It contains multiple different network modules (“netmods”) and shared memory modules (“shmmods”) to support many different communication network fabrics and memory architectures. Compared to its predecessor CH3, CH4 has the following novel features: 1) significant lower overhead due to a dramatic reduction in instruction count through function inlining, avoidance of indirect jumps such as function pointers, and elimination of branches, and 2) new design that allows netmods/shmmods to directly handle most of the MPI functions, to exploit advanced features of the underlying network fabrics whenever available.

OpenFabrics Interfaces (OFI) [5] provide a common interface for modern high-speed interconnect networks. It supports various communication functions useful for implementing MPI, including two-sided MPI (tag-matching send/receives) and one-sided MPI (RMA put/get/atomics). OFI supports multiple “providers” where each provider corresponds to a different underlying fabric. CH4 has the OFI netmod to implement MPI on top of libfabric, the implementation of OFI.
In this talk, we focus on an MPICH configuration with CH4 and the OFI netmod underneath. We will refer to this configuration as MPICH-OFI.

The overall design goal of MPICH-OFI is to map MPI functions onto OFI functions as closely as possible. RMA path also follow the same principle. Next, we describe the details about the design and implementation of the RMA path of the OFI netmod. Figure 2 shows the OFI objects implementing the main RMA features. Each MPI window has three OFI objects, memory region, endpoint, and counter. A memory region represents an address range that is exposed to remote processes. An endpoint is an abstraction of a hardware command queue, where communication operations including RDMA read/write are posted. A counter tracks number of completed operations, and is bound to an endpoint so that once a posted operation completes, OFI increments it by one. An endpoint is also bound to a completion queue to generate completion events.

If the OFI provider supports scalable mode, MPICH-OFI uses FI_MR_SCALABLE mode for the memory regions. With this mode, MPICH-OFI can compute a remote memory key locally, avoiding the query to the remote process and the need to remember it for future use. With this mode, since MPICH-OFI does not need to store remote keys to communicate with its peers, it is possible to eliminate O(p) data structures associated with each window.

All RMA operations in OFI are non-blocking, meaning that completion will occur and be notified later. For RMA, MPICH-OFI uses two forms of completion, 1) bulk completion through a counter and 2) individual completion event through a completion queue (CQ). The first form is used for RMA operations that don’t return request objects (e.g. MPI_PUT). As each endpoint is bound to a counter, OFI will increment the counter once an issued operation completes (both locally and remotely). When a synchronization function like MPI_WIN_FENCE is called, MPICH-OFI waits for the completion counter to reach the number of operations issued. MPICH-OFI is uses per-window counters, to allow synchronization on a window to proceed independently on the synchronization on a different window. The second form of completion is used for RMA operations that return request objects (e.g. MPI_RPUT). OFI is configured to allow individual operations to raise a completion event if needed. When issuing these operations, MPICH-OFI requests that a completion event is generated for that particular operation. Thus, when the operation completes, a completion event entry is generated in the CQ and MPICH-OFI can determine which operation is the one that has completed.

**Derived datatypes.** OFI functions for RMA support scatter/gather I/O through iovec structures. MPICH uses these to support derived datatypes. For non-contiguous data-types, such as strided vector types, MPICH generates an iovec to represent the data layout and pass it to OFI functions.
Atoms. MPI-3 has four atomic operations (MPI_ACCUMULATE, MPI_GET_ACCUMULATE, MPI_FETCH_AND_OP, and MPI_COMPARE_AND_SWAP). OFI also has atomic operations (fi_atomic, fi_fetch_atomic, and fi_compare_atomic.) These OFI atomic operations take as parameters a datatype (e.g. FI_INT32) and the operation to perform (e.g. FI_SUM). MPICH translates the MPI datatype/operation to the corresponding OFI datatype/operation. Different OFI providers may have different set of datatype/operation support, because sometimes certain combinations of datatype/operation may be difficult to implement efficiently over the underlying fabric. To deal with this difference, OFI provides a set of query functions to inquire about the atomic support. If the desired atomic operation is not supported by OFI or provider, MPICH falls back to a generic software-based active message path, similar to the one in MPICH with CH3 [6].
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